
Half 

term
France Britain Russia Controlled assessment

1

Causes of revolution / lead up to Bastille and 

subsequent violent actions / introduction of the 

National Assembly and the changes that they make 

to France, including the introduction of a 

constitutional monarchy.

Churchill's view of events 1929-1940 - Why Churchill 

was out of office 1929–1939; his attitude to the 

Abdication Crisis; his views about Empire and India 

and clashes with his party; attitude towards 

Germany after 1933; his views about rearmament 

and appeasement; why Churchill became Prime 

Minister 

2

Legislative Assembly - strengths and weaknesses / 

War / The end of monarchy with the veto and attack 

on the Tuileries Palace / End of the LA and why / 

Advent of the Convention and kep policies of the 

Convention / War progress - positives and negatives 

of War / rule of terror and why / Thermidor coup

Churchill as Wartime PM - Why Churchill became 

Prime Minister; stance in 1940 and style of 

leadership; relations with his generals and his impact 

on strategic decisions in the Mediterranean, bombing 

of Germany and the war in Europe 1944–1945; plans 

for reconstruction and loss of 1945 election.

3

Thermidorian regime and the new constitution / 

Directory - policies, successes and failures / 

uprisings of Germinal, Prarial, Vendemiere and 

Brumaire / Napoleon's legacy so far ad reputation

Churchill and international diplomacy - Churchill’s 

view on Britain’s world and imperial role; relations 

with other wartime leaders (Roosevelt, Stalin and de 

Gaulle); contribution to international conferences; 

plans for post-war Europe; Iron Curtain speech; 

attitude to Empire and Europe after 1945.

4

Napoleon's consolidation of power / Napoleon's 

France - positives and negatives and Wars / 

Downfall and why?

Conservative domination - 1951-64 - why? Social 

changes, unrest, economy, scandals and the failures 

of the Labour Party.

5
Changes to France since the 1780s - changes 

bought in by the Revolution and those from Napoleon

Labour and Conservative governments 1964-79 - 

aims, successes and failures and reasons for 

victories and defeats. 

6 Revisit - War throughout the topic

Thatcher and the end of consensus - 1979-1997 - 

Thatcher, Major etc and their policies, successes, 

failures and reasons for victory and defeat.  

Economy, society etc as well as key events and 

oppositions.     Britain's position in the world from 

1951-1997 - Relations with and policies towards the 

USA and the USSR; Britain’s influence at the UN; 

role in Europe; nuclear policy; response to crises: 

Korean War, Suez, the Falklands War, First Gulf 

War; decolonisation and changing attitudes to the 

Commonwealth. 

Chronological focus to begin with - Context of 1855, 

Tsar Alexander II and his reform programme and 

why he emancipated the Serfs / Assassination 

attempts / Death of Alexander and opposition / 

Alexander III and his reactive reforms 

1 Revisit - causes of rev
Revisit - Churchill and Britain 1930-1997 based on 

essay questions and skills / source analysis

Alexander III's opposition and how he dealt with this 

opposition / Repression and control under Alexander 

III / Death of Alexander III / Nicholas II's character 

and situation in Russia / 1905 revolution and October 

Manifesto / Fundemental Laws and sobsequent 

changes, impact and opposition / War / Social and 

economic concerns linked to War / Grawth of 

opposition, strikes / Abdication Holocaust - anti-Semitism 

throughout History, specifically in 

Germany / Nazi policies towards 

Jews 



2
Revisit - National and Legislative Assembly - 

changes to France and failure of the LA

Revisit - Churchill and Britain 1930-1997 based on 

essay questions and skills / source analysis

Provisional Government - strengths, weaknesses, 

opposition, reasons for failure, gwoth of Bolsheviks 

and overthrowing the PG / Establishment of 

Bolshevik government / Consolidation of Bolshevik 

Government under Lenin / Russia under Lenin / 

Treaty of Brest Litovsk / Death of Lenin / Stalin rises 

to power / Russia under Stalin with a focus on the 5 

year plans, collectivisation up to the outbreak of War 

/ WW2 / Life in Russia under Stalin after WW2 / 

Death of Stalin  

3
Revisit - Convention and rule of terror to the coup of 

Thermidor

Revisit - Churchill and Britain 1930-1997 based on 

essay questions and skills / source analysis

Rise of Khruschev / Life in Russia under Khrushchev 

/ Cold War / Successes and failures, reasons for 

opposition / Removal from power / Government as a 

theme - systems of government under all leaders - 

changes and use of terror, propaganda, army etc / 

Economy and society as a theme under all leaders / 

Wars throughout period / Treatment of minorities 

under all leaders

4
Revisit - Directory - successes and failures and coup 

of Brumaire

Revisit - Churchill and Britain 1930-1997 based on 

essay questions and skills / source analysis

Completion of thematic approach looking at 25 mark 

questions on all 4 themes

5 Revisit - Napoleon - domestic
Revisit - Churchill and Britain 1930-1997 based on 

essay questions and skills / source analysis

Interpretation questions on Alexander II, Provisional 

Government and Khrushchev
Revisit Britain course

6 Revisit - Napoleon military
Revisit - Churchill and Britain 1930-1997 based on 

essay questions and skills / source analysis
Revision and examinations Revision and examinations

Holocaust - anti-Semitism 

throughout History, specifically in 

Germany / Nazi policies towards 

Jews 

Students research and complete 

controlled assessment with 

seminar sessions to teach 

structure, referencing and source 

use


